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Pendry et al. have reported electromagnetically anisotropic and inhomogeneous shells that, in theory, completely shield an interior structure of arbitrary size from electromagnetic fields without perturbing the external
fields. Neither the coordinate transformation-based analytical formulation nor the supporting ray-tracing simulation indicate how material perturbations and full-wave effects might affect the solution. We report fully
electromagnetic simulations of the cylindrical version of this cloaking structure using ideal and nonideal 共but
physically realizable兲 electromagnetic parameters that show that the low-reflection and power-flow bending
properties of the electromagnetic cloaking structure are not especially sensitive to modest permittivity and
permeability variations. The cloaking performance degrades smoothly with increasing loss, and effective lowreflection shielding can be achieved with a cylindrical shell composed of an eight– 共homogeneous兲 layer
approximation of the ideal continuous medium. An imperfect but simpler version of the cloaking material is
derived and is shown to reproduce the ray bending of the ideal material in a manner that may be easier to
experimentally realize.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.74.036621
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Pendry et al. 关1兴 have reported a coordinate transformation approach for designing an electromagnetic material
through which electromagnetic fields can be excluded from a
penetrable object without perturbing the exterior fields,
thereby rendering the interior effectively “invisible” to the
outside. Related work has shown how small reflections can
be realized through engineered coatings for objects of restricted size and shape 关2兴, and refractive index profiles have
been derived that bend light to produce two-dimensional
共2D兲 invisibility based on a conformal mapping approach
and assuming the short-wavelength geometrical optics limit
关3兴. The approach in Ref. 关1兴 is far more general: it can be
applied to problems of any dimension, and it applies under
any wavelength condition, not just geometrical optics. It requires anisotropic media with each permittivity and permeability element independently controlled, but this is within
the realm of the metamaterial approach for engineering electromagnetic materials 关4兴. This approach also requires permittivity and permeability elements with relative magnitudes
less than one, and consequently the bandwidth of a passive
cloaking material will be limited.
This cloaking structure shares many qualities with another
application based on exotic electromagnetic materials—the
negative refractive-index perfect lens 关5兴. Both are surprising, novel, and of significant theoretical and practical interest. The physical realizability of each is also not immediately
obvious from the original analytical derivation. The realization of subwavelength focusing is constrained by strict limits
on the precise properties of the medium 关5,6兴, although the
effect has been demonstrated in experiment in a number of
forms 关7–9兴. Full-wave electromagnetic simulations provided substantial insight into understanding the physical re-
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alizability and limitations of this phenomenon. For example,
initial simulations were unable to observe the effect at all
关10,11兴, despite ideal conditions. Only through great care
were later simulations able to demonstrate the effect 关12兴,
which highlighted the delicate conditions needed to produce
it and the related difficulty in practically realizing it.
The difficulty of realizing the ideal cloaking material is
not known at this point. The analytical derivation does give
some clues about its sensitivity to material perturbations.
This structure does not rely on system resonances the way
subwavelength focusing does, and the absence of any interfaces between positive and negative permittivity 共or permeability兲 implies no surface resonances should occur. Additionally, the derivation shows that the transformation
required to produce the cloaking material is not unique. Both
of these facts suggest that small perturbations to the cloaking
shell properties may not affect the cloaking properties too
much. Whether perfect cloaking is achievable, even in
theory, is also an open question. A ray-tracing calculation
confirmed the phenomenon in the geometric optics limit 关1兴,
but reflection is necessarily neglected in such a calculation.
On the basis of scattering uniqueness, it has been shown that
perfect invisibility is not achievable under the Born approximation 关13兴. However, the scatterer considered here is not a
weak scatterer. Also, the behavior of the on-axis ray, which
cannot be deflected 关1兴, may degrade cloaking performance
to an unknown degree.
Here we report the analysis of full-wave simulations with
the goals of defining the practically achievable performance
of this class of cloaking structure and identifying the degree
to which material parameters must be controlled in order to
implement it. Specifically, we wish to confirm the basic
physics of the cloaking structure in a full-wave simulation
with essentially no approximations, and understand the degree to which the on-axis ray and the use of physically realizable, nonideal materials might limit cloaking performance.
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FIG. 1. Computational domain and details for the full-wave
cloaking simulation.

The COMSOL Multiphysics finite element-based electromagnetics solver is used for the reported simulations because of
the flexibility it allows in specifying material anisotropy and
continuous inhomogeneity.
We solve the 2D cylindrical problem in which fields are
excluded from an infinite circular cylinder. Following the
approach in Ref. 关1兴, cloaking a central cylindrical region of
radius R1 by a concentric cylindrical shell of radius R2 requires a cloaking shell with the following radius-dependent,
anisotropic relative permittivity and permeability 共specified
in cylindrical coordinates兲:
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The COMSOL solver requires Cartesian coordinates, for which
the z components do not change but the standard transformation to x and y yields
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¯¯ =¯¯⑀ completing the material tensor description.
with 
Figure 1 shows the computational domain in which a
2 GHz transverse-electric 共TE兲 polarized time-harmonic uniform plane wave is incident on a thin perfect electric conductor 共PEC兲 shell of diameter 0.2 m 共1.33 wavelengths兲 surrounded by a cloaking shell as specified above with outer
diameter 0.4 m 共2.67 wavelengths兲. The shell ensures that
the fields inside it are identically zero, and consequently an
object of any shape or material can be placed in the interior
of the thin shell 共provided it fits兲 without influencing the
fields anywhere in the domain. In the figures below, zero
interior fields are explicitly shown to emphasize this fact.
Analytically, the inner region is shielded from external fields
even without the PEC shell 关1兴, and simulations without the
PEC shell demonstrate a similar cloaking performance.

FIG. 2. The permittivity and permeability components used in
cases 1, 3, and 4 described in the text.

Different configurations were simulated to explore the
sensitivity and realizability of the cloaking function. Material
parameters 共in cylindrical coordinates兲 for these different
configurations are shown in Fig. 2, assuming R2 = 2R1. Case
1 is the ideal cloaking material parameters, with lossless ¯¯⑀共r兲
¯¯ 共r兲 as defined above. In case 2, the ideal cloaking maand 
terial parameters are used but with the addition of loss to
give a constant electric and magnetic loss tangent of 0.1. The
metamaterial approach in the GHz range can achieve loss
tangents significantly lower than this value 关14兴. In case 3,
the cloaking structure is implemented in a stepwise homogeneous eight-layer approximation of the ideal, lossless continuous parameters. This represents the necessary approximation of realizing a continuous medium with a finite
number of discrete layers.
Case 4 is an approximate realization with simplified permittivity and permeability derived as follows. Limiting ourselves to TE fields and letting Dz = ⑀zEz, the Maxwell equations inside the cloaking material are
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If ⑀z is spatially uniform, then the above equations depend on
only two material parameters 共r⑀z and ⑀z兲 instead of the
original three. This gives the ability to choose one of the
three arbitrarily to achieve some favorable condition. One
R2
兲2 and
good choice would be to select  = 1 so that ⑀z = 共 R2−R
1
r−R 2
r = 共 r 1 兲 . This has the benefit of making only one component spatially inhomogeneous and also eliminates any infinite values, as shown in Fig. 2. This reduced medium loses
its reflectionless property at interfaces with free space, but it
maintains the phase front and power-flow bending of the
ideal cloaking material. The simulations below show that this
reduced cloaking material can demonstrate the basic physics
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FIG. 3. 共Color兲 The resulting electric-field distribution in the vicinity of the cloaked object. Power-flow lines 共in gray兲 show the smooth
deviation of electromagnetic power around the cloaked PEC shell. In all cases power flow is from left to right. Upper left 共case 1兲: Ideal
parameters. Upper right 共case 2兲: Ideal parameters with a loss tangent of 0.1. Lower left 共case 3兲: eight-layer stepwise approximation of the
ideal parameters. Lower left 共case 4兲: Reduced material parameters.

of this class of cloaking and may present a simpler path to an
experimental demonstration.
Figure 3 shows the resulting simulated electric-field distribution and electromagnetic power-flow lines for these four
cases. Displayed is the real part of the electric-field phasor
共equivalent to the time-domain fields at the instant of time
when the source phase is zero兲 so that the individual phase
fronts are clearly visible. The cloaking effect is especially
clear in the ideal case 共upper-left panel兲. Outside the cloaking shell, the plane wave is almost unaltered, as if no scatterer were present. Inside the cloaking material, the powerflow lines are bent smoothly around the PEC shell, and the
phase fronts are also warped in the manner predicted by the
original transformation 关1兴. The fields are smoothly excluded
from the interior region with minimal scattering in any direction. It is immediately evident that the ideal cloaking material must be highly anisotropic because the wave vector
共the normal to the wave front兲 and the direction of power
flow 共the streamlines兲 are not parallel in the cloaking material. In many locations they are almost perpendicular. Anisotropy is required to meet this constraint on the phase and ray
directions.
The simulated fields shown in each case were computed
with approximately 85 000 elements and 340 000 unknowns,
although nearly identical solutions were obtained with a
coarser mesh. In the ideal parameter simulation, there are

approximately 32 layers of elements spanning the cloaking
material region, which is not especially fine considering the
strong variation of the material parameters across this region.
It is interesting to note that the integration of the on-axis ray
incident on the center of the cylinder stops because power
flow is effectively zero at the inner edge.

FIG. 4. 共Color兲 Simulated cloaking with ideal parameters for a
larger cloaked object and thinner cloaking shell.
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To quantify the cloaking performance of this 2D scenario,
we computed the total scattered power per unit length of the
cylinder 共integrated over all angles兲 by taking the difference
between the solution from simulations with and without the
cloak and object. We then normalized this total scattered
power by the incident-wave power incident on the diameter
of the inner PEC sphere per unit length of the cylinder. This
ratio is the scattering width 共the 2D equivalent of a radar
cross section兲 of the composite object, averaged over all
angles, and normalized to the diameter of the cylinder. For
the simulation shown, this ratio is 0.06. No doubt this could
be pushed even smaller with careful tuning of the simulation
parameters; for our purposes, however, it quantitatively
shows that the cloaking material is quite effective. Interestingly, the scattered power is almost isotropically distributed
over all angles, an unusual property for an object that is not
electrically small.
If the permittivity and permeability are held constant as
functions of frequency, then the cloaking performance should
not vary significantly versus frequency 关1兴 because the required material parameters depend only on the geometry of
the problem. However, the subunity parameter values required imply that a passive realization of such a material
must be dispersive 关1兴 and the cloaking bandwidth will be
limited. Precisely how limited is simply a material or
metamaterial design problem.
Loss degrades cloaking performance in a straightforward
way. With electric and magnetic-loss tangents of 0.1, the
upper-right panel of Fig. 3 shows that lossy cloaking material
is still effective. Almost no power is scattered in any direction except the forward direction, which is unavoidable because the lossy material absorbs almost all of the forward
traveling-wave power. With the loss tangent reduced to only
0.01 共not shown兲, the effect of loss is almost imperceptible.
No significant differences were observed when loss was introduced as a constant imaginary part instead of a constant
loss tangent. Interestingly, the phase fronts to the left of the
object are perturbed less in the lossy case than the lossless
case, indicating that the addition of loss can improve backscatter performance 共but not the forward scatter兲 of the cloak.
We speculate that this is due to the following.
The incident-wave power is contained near the on-axis
ray and requires the most aggressive redirection around the
object and is thus the power most likely to be imperfectly
handled. We suggest that small deviations from the ideal medium inherent in a discrete simulation scatter this nearly onaxis wave power in the almost isotropic scattering pattern
observed. With loss, the cloaking layer absorbs some of the
scattered power before it exits the cloak. We thus expect that
a lossy cloak would isotropically scatter less than the lossless
cloak, at the expense of strong forward scattering. This is
precisely what the simulations show. Further investigation is
merited to determine whether performance of the cloak is
limited by this nearly on-axis power.
Any physical realization of the ideal continuous cloaking
material will require discretization of the material parameters. The lower left panel of Fig. 3 shows the field distribution when the cloak material is approximated by eight dis-

crete and homogeneous cylindrical layers 共see Fig. 2兲. The
discretized cloaking material, with a normalized isotropic
scattering width of 0.215, does not perform as well as the
continuous material, as reflected by the more perturbed wave
fronts outside the cloaking material. But most of the
incident-wave energy is still smoothly bent around the central object. This simulation shows that systematic perturbations to the ideal material parameters on the order of 10% do
not disrupt the basic cloaking physics. We speculate that random material-property perturbations of the same magnitude
probably degrade performance to the same degree.
The lower-right panel in Fig. 3 shows the field distribution when the cloak material is composed of the reduced
material described above, in which the  component is set
to unity, ⑀z is constant, and only r is spatially varying. The
significant amplitude variation across the phase fronts indicate that scattering in all directions is significant. But the
bending of the individual phase fronts inside the reduced
cloaking material is still present. In fact, images of the
electric-field phase for the ideal and reduced cases 共not
shown兲 are in close agreement. This reduced material may be
an easier 共although not ideal兲 path to an initial experimental
demonstration of this cloaking phenomenon. In its simplest
form it would only require fabricating a material with an
inhomogeneous r component, as  is unity and ⑀z is real
and greater than one, and thus could be realized with an
ordinary dielectric. Moreover, the very large-valued components required by the ideal cloak are eliminated, and only
values on the order of unity and smaller, which are easier to
realize in practice, are required in this reduced cloaking material.
The simulations presented above all contained a cloakingmaterial layer with a thickness parameter R2 / R1 − 1 共cloak
thickness normalized to the radius of the cloaked region兲 of
unity. One might reasonably ask if the cloaking process becomes substantially more difficult to simulate, and therefore
realize, with a thinner cloaking shell and an electrically
larger object. To the extent the computational power is not a
limitation, Fig. 4 suggests that the answer is no. Here we
simulate the cloaking of a PEC cylinder of diameter 2.67
wavelengths with a cloaking layer of thickness parameter
0.25 共i.e., the cloak thickness is only 25% of the cloaked
cylinder radius兲. Even with the more aggressive ray and
phase-front bending and wavelength compression required to
cloak this object, high-fidelity simulations of the effect can
be achieved with a relatively modest number of elements
共approximately 20兲 across the width of the cloaking shell. It
seems likely that thinner cloaking shells will require more
tightly controlled electromagnetic parameters, but the relative ease with which this effect can be simulated suggests
that sensitivity to medium parameters is still modest. An experimental demonstration of the basic physics of this class of
electromagnetic cloaking structures should be possible even
with nonideal electromagnetic metamaterials.
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